was his last summer for he hurled a lengthy drives. Showing up the miners outfield as and a homer and several other hits, George Loesch.

Despite several, and gave THE TECH the score as rivals from Course III Wednesday. Ils triumphed over, their time-honored civils dump miners in New York, the talk will be delivered in the men on the trip. The committee in charge announces them but wish them. The pins may previously ordered them may obtain, ing the structure and mechanism.

E. H. Keelher Jr. '22

Lucien Jenness '23

FRIDAY, MAY 14, 1920

THE TECHNOLOGY REUNION

The announcement that the Alumni reunion will be held again this year is a welcome to all Technology. It has been a long time since the last reunion, four years ago, and this year is a good time to see our new Technolog-ology, which presents a far different picture now than it did in 1892. It is indeed said that our late President, whose guiding hand made the new Institute possible, cannot be with us on this occasion.

We wish the reunion the best of success and know that it has the support of every loyal Technological.

CIVILS DUMP MINERS IN MIREE OF LOWLY DEFEAT

Echoes of campus cinema—the aces triumphed over their time-honored rivals from Carney Hill Wednesday afternoon on Tech Field ever as, and that about 500 were present. The score was seen to the south at 10:30, and the game was over by 10:00. Tech fans were overjoyed at the 14-2 score and were barely perturbed after Tech had gone right with the tie. The old favorites were very much in evidence. Despite several warnings at the hands of the Coop 1 men at camp last summer. Morepictures of Tech's infantry were shown, one way in a 'win', but lost, failed in some respects, and were spiritedly supported by the audience. A group of Tech fans in the audience made it a point to show their support of Willard George.

Still Allo Pounded

But blood still flowed no better. Dug his way to the top and a home run was the result of his efforts as the score stood 14 to 2. Staff manager showed the faces after his long drive.

Tall Eddie Howard proved that he has been losing for a number of years. He was his last summer for he hurled a

M. E. SOCIETY STAGES BIG ANNUAL BANQUET

Professor Miller Comments on Honor System—Cooperation Essential in Order to Get Complete Success

In Califormia WILL DINE
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